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Prominent 
Starbursts RingsCo-existence of  

SMBH and stars in 
galaxy nucleus!

Co-evolution models 
of SMBHs and bulge 
galaxy properties

NGC 1097, credits: ESO Images 

Motivation

Method: approach of this work
To study the impact of a turbulence-regulated star formation 
model (Krumholz&McKee2005) into a co-evolution model 
(Wutschik et al., 2013) that studies the SMBH and star 
formation evolution in a circumnuclear disk (CND).

 

Aim 
To study the physical processes that regulate the growth and 
evolution of SMBH and star formation in Galaxies.
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Kawakatu's model (Kawakatu&Wada 2008)

a) Model of SMBH and Star formation evolution in the CND

Credits: Kawakatu&Wada 2008

Constant gas supply rate from 
the host galaxy

For forming STARS in the CND

To feed the SMBH

Mass conservation: M
gas

+M
BH

+M
stellar

= M
supply 

 Time evolution of the gas mass in the disk M
g
:

Mass supply rate BH accretion rateStar formation rate
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Two regimes of accretion:

Credits: Kawakatu&Wada 2008

(i) High accretion regime (ii) Low accretion regime
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Wutschik's model (Wutschik, et al,.2013)

Total gas mass in the disk: 

1) Geometrically transfer of gas 
from the outer (inner) disk to 
the inner (outer) disk:

Star formation rate evolution: 

Turbulence-regulated star formation
Krumholz & Mckee 
2005, implemented 
on the co-evolution 
model

b) Extension of the model of SMBH and Star formation 
evolution in the CND

Credits:Wutschik et al.,  2013

 BH field 
    

Disk field Host field
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Two phases of SMBH growth
c)  Results

Input parameters:   Ṁ
sup

=1 M☉yr -1

  M
BH,seed 

= 103 M☉

Active Galactic 
Nucleus

Ṁ
*

Ṁ
BH

Time supply

Low 
accretion 
phase

High accretion
 phase

Very luminous AGN 
phase

Chamani et al, in prep.
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 Dependence with the mass supply rate 
Input parameters:   time supply = 108 years

     Ṁ
sup

=1 M☉yr -1

        M
BH,seed 

= 103 M☉

The black hole seed can reach  masses from 107 M
 ☉ up to few 109 M☉.

   ,-      BH field 
dominating

   , --    Disk field 
 dominating

   , - . -  Host field 
 dominating

+  Elmegreen SFR 
model

Chamani et al, in prep.
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Dependence with the mass supply rate 

Disk's inner radius

Disk's outer radius

    BH field dominating
    Disk field dominating
    Host field dominating

Chamani et al, in prep.
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–   Black Hole field dominating
…  Disk field dominating
- -  Host galaxy field dominating

 Turbulence during accretion

Gas becomes more turbulent in the vicinity of the black hole field!

Input parameters:  Ṁ
sup

=1 M☉yr-1

   M
BH,seed

=103 M☉ 

BH accretion rate time evolution Mach number time evolution

Chamani et al, in prep.
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Evolution of the Luminosities

Black hole field 
domination
Mass supply 
1M☉yr-1

L
NSB

: nuclear 
starburst 
luminosity

Super-Eddington

Sub-
Eddington

Chamani et al, in prep.
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Comparison with observations:  NGC 6951    

 Star formation history in the 
circumnuclear ring of NGC 6951, 
(van der Laan et al., 2013).

Observation Simulation

 SFR evolution predicted by 
Krumholz's SF model.

Chamani et al, in prep.
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… a simulation close to the observation

SN at 106 years

SN at 5×106 years

SN at 107 years

SN at 5×107 years

Black hole field domination
Final values:   Ring radius:  576 pc

   Ring's stellar mass: 1.89×108 M☉

   Black hole mass: 4.15×107 M☉ Chamani et al, in prep.
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d)  Summary

High accretion phase:

→ SMBH as massive as 109M☉.
→ Disk: inner radius: pc scales,  outer radius: kpc scales
→ Very turbulent gas in the BH field domination,
→ Large mach numbers -> reflects turbulent accretion.
→ Super-Eddington luminosity phase.

Low accretion phase:

→Very low AGN activity.
→Sub-Eddington luminosity phase.

Starburst ring in NGC 6951 

→The Model is able to predict the observed values.

Chamani et al, in prep.
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